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ABSTRACT (229 words) 

Anxiety disorders impose a staggering burden on public health, underscoring the need to develop a 

deeper understanding of the distributed neural circuits underlying extreme fear and anxiety. Recent 

work highlights the importance of the central extended amygdala, including the central nucleus of the 

amygdala (Ce) and neighboring bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BST). Anatomical data indicate that 

the Ce and BST form a tightly interconnected unit, where different kinds of threat-relevant information 

can be integrated to assemble states of fear and anxiety. Neuroimaging studies show that the Ce and BST 

are engaged by a broad spectrum of potentially threat-relevant cues. Likewise, mechanistic work 

demonstrates that the Ce and BST are critically involved in organizing defensive responses to a wide 

range of threats. Studies in rodents have begun to reveal the specific molecules, cells, and microcircuits 

within the central extended amygdala that underlie signs of fear and anxiety, but the relevance of these 

tantalizing discoveries to human experience and disease remains unclear. Using a combination of focal 

perturbations and whole-brain imaging, a new generation of nonhuman primate studies is beginning to 

close this gap. This work opens the door to discovering the mechanisms underlying neuroimaging 

measures linked to pathological fear and anxiety, to understanding how the Ce and BST interact with one 

another and distal brain regions to govern defensive responses to threat, and to developing improved 

intervention strategies. 
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When extreme, fear and anxiety can become debilitating (Salomon et al., 2015)1. Anxiety disorders 

impose a staggering burden on public health; they are common, costly, and contribute to the etiology of 

depression and substance abuse (Craske et al., 2017; DiLuca & Olesen, 2014; Whiteford et al., 2013). 

Existing treatments are inconsistently effective or associated with significant adverse effects (Bystritsky, 

2006; Griebel & Holmes, 2013), underscoring the need to develop a deeper understanding of the 

distributed neural circuits that control the expression of fear and anxiety. Converging lines of 

physiological and mechanistic evidence indicate that the central extended amygdala—including the 

central nucleus of the amygdala (Ce) and bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BST)—is a key hub in this 

circuitry and motivates the hypothesis that local alterations in the central extended amygdala can drive 

changes in remote regions of the brain in ways that promote the development and maintenance of 

anxiety, mood, and substance use disorders (Fox & Kalin, 2014; Fox, Oler, Tromp, Fudge, & Kalin, 2015; 

Kalin, 2017; Koob & Mason, 2016; Shackman, Kaplan, et al., 2016; Shackman, Tromp, et al., 2016) (Figure 

1).  

 

Here, we provide an updated mini-review of the contributions of the Ce and the BST to fear and anxiety, 

focusing on studies in humans and nonhuman primates (for other recent reviews, see Avery, Clauss, & 

Blackford, 2016; Goode & Maren, 2017; Kalin, 2017; Lebow & Chen, 2016; Shackman & Fox, 2016). This 

emphasis reflects the fact that anxiety disorders are defined and diagnosed on the basis of subjective 

symptoms and human studies are essential for understanding the neural mechanisms supporting the 

experience of fear and anxiety. Human studies are also crucial for identifying the features of animal 

                                                
1 It has become increasingly common to draw a distinction between ‘fear’ and ‘anxiety’ (e.g., LeDoux, 2015). Yet lay people, 
scholars in other areas, the American Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (American Psychiatric 
Association, 2013), and even domain experts often use these terms in interchangeable, inconsistent, or overly inclusive ways 
(Kagan, in press; Shackman, Tromp, et al., 2016; Watson, Stanton, & Clark, 2017). To avoid misunderstanding, we have adopted 
the undifferentiated term ‘fear and anxiety’ (for a more detailed discussion of nomenclature, see Fox, Lapate, Davidson, & 
Shackman, in press; Shackman & Fox, 2016). Understanding the neurobiology of fear and anxiety is both theoretically and 
clinically important and requires that we determine how the Ce, the BST, and other brain regions work together to evaluate 
and respond to different kinds of threat. We urge other researchers to eschew potentially problematic redefinitions of 
everyday language and, instead, focus on the specific parameters of the threat, the context in which it occurs (e.g., prospects 
for escape), and the neurobehavioral response (e.g., time course), including subjective experience.  
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models that are conserved and, hence, most relevant to understanding human disease and to developing 

improved interventions for human suffering ('forward translation;' Birn et al., 2014; Hyman, 2016). 

Finally, human studies afford important opportunities for developing objective biomarkers of disease or 

disease risk (Woo, Chang, Lindquist, & Wager, 2017)—accelerating the development of new diagnostic 

and treatment strategies (Borsook, Becerra, & Hargreaves, 2006, 2011; Wager & Woo, 2015)—and for 

generating novel hypotheses that can be mechanistically assessed in animal models ('reverse translation;' 

Ferenczi et al., 2016). Work in monkeys can be conceptualized as a bridge, one that links the precise 

mechanistic studies that can most readily be performed in rodents to the complexities of human feelings 

and human disease. The brains of monkeys and humans are genetically, anatomically, and functionally 

similar, reflecting the two species relatively recent evolutionary divergence (25 million years ago vs. 70 

million years ago for rodents; Gibbs et al., 2007; Preuss, 1995; Preuss, 2007; Wise, 2008). Homologous 

biological substrates, including a well-developed prefrontal cortex (PFC), endow monkeys and humans 

with a shared repertoire of complex socio-emotional responses to potential threat (Fox & Kalin, 2014; 

Oler, Fox, Shackman, & Kalin, 2016), increasing the likelihood of successful translation to human disease 

(C. G. Jennings et al., 2016; Kaiser & Feng, 2015).  

 

Anatomy of the Central Extended Amygdala  

The extended amygdala encompasses a heterogeneous collection of subcortical nuclei along the borders 

of the amygdala and the ventral striatum. Classical studies of structural connectivity first suggested that 

the central division of the extended amygdala—including the Ce, lateral BST (BSTL), and portions of the 

sublenticular extended amygdala (SLEA; a neuronal bridge nestled within the substantia innominata)—

represents an integrative unit (Alheid & Heimer, 1988). Indeed, it has long been recognized that the 

amygdala is connected to the BST via two major fiber bundles: the ventral amygdalofugal pathway (VA; 

sometimes termed the ansa peduncularis) and the stria terminalis (ST) (Nauta, 1961) (Figure 2a). More 

recent studies in monkeys have confirmed that the Ce and BSTL are structurally interconnected via these 
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two direct pathways (primarily Ce → BSTL) and have identified a novel indirect pathway centered on the 

SLEA (Ce ↔ SLEA ↔ BSTL) (deCampo & Fudge, 2013; Oler et al., 2017). In parallel, magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI) studies have revealed evidence of both structural (Avery et al., 2014; Kamali et al., 2016; 

Kamali et al., 2015) and functional connectivity between the Ce and BST (Avery et al., 2014; Birn et al., 

2014; Gorka, Torrisi, Shackman, Grillon, & Ernst, in press; Oler et al., 2012; Oler et al., 2017; Tillman et al., 

2017; Torrisi et al., 2015), reinforcing the hypothesis that they represent a functionally meaningful 

circuit (Alheid & Heimer, 1988; Fox, Oler, Tromp, et al., 2015).  

 

From an anatomical perspective, the central extended amygdala is poised to integrate potentially threat-

relevant information and assemble states of fear and anxiety. Invasive tracing studies in rodents and 

monkeys show that the Ce and the BST receive direct and indirect projections from brain regions that 

encode sensory, contextual, and regulatory information (Freese & Amaral, 2009) (Figure 1). Both regions 

are poised to trigger somatomotor and neuroendocrine signs of fear and anxiety via dense mono- and 

poly-synaptic projections to brainstem and subcortical effector regions (Fox, Oler, Tromp, et al., 2015; 

Freese & Amaral, 2009) (Figure 1). Leveraging the increased anatomical resolution afforded by ultra-

high field strength functional MRI (7 Tesla), human studies indicate that many of these downstream 

regions show robust functional connectivity with the Ce and the BST (Gorka et al., in press; Torrisi et al., 

2015). Other work shows that the Ce and BST contain cells with similar architectonic and neurochemical 

features and that the two regions show similar patterns of gene expression (for a detailed review, see 

Fox, Oler, Tromp, et al., 2015). Collectively, these anatomical observations suggest that the Ce and the BST 

represent an evolutionarily conserved, functionally coherent circuit that is poised to use information 

about threat, context, and internal states to initiate a range of defensive responses. 

 

Physiology of the Central Extended Amygdala 
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Studies of nonhuman primates afford an important opportunity to obtain concurrent measures of 

naturalistic defensive behaviors, neuroendocrine activity, and brain metabolism in response to a range of 

ethologically relevant threats, including explicit cues (i.e., an unfamiliar human intruder’s profile) and 

more diffuse contexts (i.e., a novel testing cage) (Fox & Kalin, 2014; Kalin, 2017; Oler et al., 2016). Using a 

combination of 18-fluorodeoxyglucose-positron emission tomography (FDG-PET) and well-established 

behavioral assays, we have demonstrated that the Ce and BST are exquisitely sensitive to potential 

danger. In studies including between 238 and 592 monkeys, elevated levels of metabolic activity in the Ce 

and BST are associated with heightened signs of fear and anxiety (e.g., freezing, cortisol) during sustained 

(30-min) exposure to intruder threat (Fox, Oler, Shackman, et al., 2015; Shackman et al., 2013) (Figure 

2b). Heightened metabolic activity in the Ce and BST is also associated with elevated defensive responses 

during sustained exposure to an unfamiliar testing cage (i.e., in the absence of intruder threat; Fox, 

Shelton, Oakes, Davidson, & Kalin, 2008; Kalin, Shelton, Fox, Oakes, & Davidson, 2005).  

 

Consistent with work in monkeys, imaging research in humans suggests that the Ce and BST are both 

engaged by a broad range of threat-related cues and contexts. The amygdala responds to a variety of 

threat-related stimuli (Costafreda, Brammer, David, & Fu, 2008; Fusar-Poli et al., 2009; Lindquist, 

Satpute, Wager, Weber, & Barrett, 2016; Sabatinelli et al., 2011; Sergerie, Chochol, & Armony, 2008)2 and 

work using high-resolution fMRI indicates that the dorsal region of the amygdala in the vicinity of the Ce 

is particularly sensitive to aversive visual stimuli (Hrybouski et al., 2016). Increased activation in the 

dorsal amygdala is, in turn, associated with elevated signs and symptoms of arousal in response to acute 

threat (e.g., Pavlovian threat cues; Cheng, Knight, Smith, & Helmstetter, 2006; Cheng, Richards, & 

                                                
2 Interestingly, the amygdala is not consistently recruited by conditioned threat cues in human fMRI studies (Fullana et al., 
2016; Mechias, Etkin, & Kalisch, 2010), contrary to electrophysiological and mechanistic work in rodents, monkeys, and 
humans (Antoniadis, Winslow, Davis, & Amaral, 2007; Bechara et al., 1995; Tovote, Fadok, & Luthi, 2015). In addition, several 
groups have reported ‘de-activation’ of the amygdala in a variety of aversive paradigms (Choi, Padmala, & Pessoa, 2012; 
Derbyshire et al., 1997; Grupe, Wielgosz, Davidson, & Nitschke, 2016; McMenamin, Langeslag, Sirbu, Padmala, & Pessoa, 2014; 
Meyer, Padmala, & Pessoa, 2017; Mobbs et al., 2009; Petrovic, Carlsson, Petersson, Hansson, & Ingvar, 2004; Pruessner et al., 
2008; Wager et al., 2009). The mechanisms underlying these effects remain enigmatic. 
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Helmstetter, 2007; Knight, Nguyen, & Bandettini, 2005; Kragel & LaBar, 2015; LaBar, Gatenby, Gore, 

LeDoux, & Phelps, 1998; van Well, Visser, Scholte, & Kindt, 2012; Wood, Ver Hoef, & Knight, 2014). 

Likewise, multi-voxel classifier analyses suggest that the dorsal amygdala is an important component of a 

larger circuit that underlies negative affect elicited by aversive images (Chang, Gianaros, Manuck, 

Krishnan, & Wager, 2015).  

 

Like the Ce, the BST is recruited by a variety of potentially threat-relevant cues in humans, including 

emotional faces (Sladky et al., in press). In fact, as shown in Figure 2b and described in more detail in the 

accompanying caption, an automated meta-analysis generated using Neurosynth (Yarkoni, Poldrack, 

Nichols, Van Essen, & Wager, 2011) reveals that studies tagged with the keywords ‘fear’ and/or ‘anxiety’ 

consistently reveal activation in the vicinity of the Ce and the BST, although the latter region is rarely 

labeled as such for a variety of reasons (e.g., omission from automated anatomical labeling tools; Fox, 

Oler, Tromp, et al., 2015; Shackman & Fox, 2016)3. Like the Ce, BST activation and functional connectivity 

co-vary with threat-elicited changes in peripheral physiology and self-reported fear and anxiety (Alvarez 

et al., 2015; Banihashemi, Sheu, Midei, & Gianaros, 2015; McMenamin et al., 2014; Somerville et al., 2013).  

 

Among researchers focused on humans, it is widely believed that the Ce and BST are functionally 

dissociable (for critical reviews, see Shackman & Fox, 2016; Shackman, Tromp, et al., 2016). Inspired by 

an earlier generation of lesion and inactivation studies in rodents (Davis, 2006), this hypothesis suggests 

that the Ce, or the amygdala more generally, rapidly assembles phasic responses to clear-and-immediate 

threats (e.g., a cue associated with the imminent delivery of shock), whereas the BST comes on-line more 

slowly and is responsible for orchestrating sustained responses to dangers that are diffuse, uncertain, or 

                                                
3 Although automated anatomical labeling tools do not yet include the BST, probabilistic masks are now available for the 
supracapsular portion (Theiss, Ridgewell, McHugo, Heckers, & Blackford, 2017; Torrisi et al., 2015), as shown in Figure 1. It 
can also be helpful to assess whether provisional BST clusters lie outside of neighboring regions incorporated in probabilistic 
atlases (a Boolean NOT with nucleus accumbens, pallidum, caudate, putamen, thalamus, and ventricles) (Klumpers, Kroes, 
Baas, & Fernandez, in press; Shackman & Fox, 2016).  
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remote. This hypothesis has been adopted with minor modifications by many investigators and 

commentators and has even been incorporated into the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) 

Research Domain Criteria (RDoC) as Acute Threat (‘Fear’) and Potential Threat (‘Anxiety’) 

(https://www.nimh.nih.gov/research-priorities/rdoc/constructs/acute-threat-fear.shtml; 

https://www.nimh.nih.gov/research-priorities/rdoc/constructs/potential-threat-anxiety.shtml; 

https://www.nimh.nih.gov/research-priorities/rdoc/negative-valence-systems-workshop-

proceedings.shtml).  

 

Consistent with the ‘double-dissociation’ or ‘strict-segregation’ model, several human imaging studies 

have demonstrated that the BST shows persistent hemodynamic responses during the uncertain 

anticipation of noxious stimuli, such as shock or aversive images, whereas the dorsal amygdala shows 

transient responses that are time-locked to the onset of the threat-anticipation period or the actual 

delivery of the noxious stimulus (Alvarez, Chen, Bodurka, Kaplan, & Grillon, 2011; Brinkmann et al., 2017; 

Grupe, Oathes, & Nitschke, 2013; Herrmann et al., 2016; Klumpers et al., in press; McMenamin et al., 2014; 

Somerville et al., 2013). In one of the more compelling examples, Somerville and colleagues presented 

either aversive or neutral images (3-sec) in relatively long blocks (118-sec) where the timing of image 

presentations was either certain or uncertain (Figure 2c). These unique design features are important 

because they afford a crucial opportunity to double-dissociate phasic (to 3-sec certain threat) from 

sustained (i.e., to 118-sec uncertain threat) responses in the same individuals. Analyses revealed 

transient activation in the amygdala in response to the negative images. In contrast, the BST showed 

persistent activation for negative-vs.-neutral blocks and for uncertain-vs.-certain blocks. Moreover, the 

level of sustained activation in the BST closely tracked mean differences in self-reported fear and anxiety 

across the four blocked conditions (i.e., uncertain-negative > certain-negative > uncertain-neutral > 

certain-neutral). Despite some important limitations (e.g., perceptual confounds, failing to test the Region 

× Condition interaction), these results are often taken as strong support for the ‘strict-segregation’ model. 

https://www.nimh.nih.gov/research-priorities/rdoc/negative-valence-systems-workshop-proceedings.shtml
https://www.nimh.nih.gov/research-priorities/rdoc/negative-valence-systems-workshop-proceedings.shtml
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On the other hand, a growing number of imaging studies are difficult to reconcile with the hypothesis of 

strict functional segregation based on threat uncertainty or duration (Figure 2c). Several studies have 

reported increased amygdala activation during the anticipation of uncertain threat, both in children 

(Williams et al., 2015) and in adults (Andreatta et al., 2015; Lieberman, Gorka, Shankman, & Phan, 2017). 

For example, Andreatta and colleagues observed sustained activation—confirmed using a finite impulse 

response approach—in the region of the right Ce during exposure to a virtual-reality context (30-sec) 

paired with unpredictable electric shocks. Leveraging a game-like ‘virtual predator’ paradigm, Mobbs and 

colleagues observed significantly greater activation in the dorsal amygdala when the predator was first 

encountered, relative to a subsequent period when shock delivery was imminent and signs and 

symptoms of fear and anxiety were maximal (Mobbs et al., 2009), which runs counter to the idea that that 

the amygdala is primarily responsible for organizing transient responses to immediate danger. Other 

work has revealed phasic responses in the region of the BST to brief threats, such as a 4-sec video clip of 

an approaching tarantula (Choi et al., 2012; Grupe et al., 2013; Mobbs et al., 2010; Pedersen et al., 2017). 

Likewise, Brinkmann and colleagues very recently demonstrated that the Ce and the BST show 

statistically indistinguishable responses to briefly presented (800 ms) aversive images (Brinkmann et al., 

under review/personal communication 7/20/2017). The latter result is particularly compelling given the 

relatively large sample (n=93) and formal test of the Region × Condition interaction. It implies that the 

magnitude of regional differences (i.e., Ce vs. BST) is much smaller than implied by the strict segregation 

hypothesis, conditional on unknown moderators, or is simply non-existent, at least for briefly presented 

aversive images. Another, relatively large imaging study (n=168) reported phasic activation of the BST in 

response to 4-sec shock-predictive cues (Klumpers et al., 2015), indicating that the BST is sensitive to 

certain threat. Other recent work suggests that the BST is maximally engaged when threat is 

psychologically imminent (Meyer et al., 2017). These imaging observations are broadly consistent with 

evidence from recording and loss-of-function studies in rodents indicating that a substantial proportion 
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of BST neurons exhibit short-latency responses during exposure to both acute threat (e.g., foot- or tail-

shock) and diffusely threatening environments (Davis, Walker, Miles, & Grillon, 2010; Goode & Maren, 

2017; Gungor & Paré, 2016). 

 

On balance, the brain imaging literature suggests that the Ce and BST, while certainly not 

interchangeable, are more alike than different. In addition to the anatomical similarities described in the 

previous section (e.g., connectivity, gene expression), both regions respond to a broad spectrum of 

threat-related cues and contexts and both are correlated with concurrent changes in physiology and 

subjective experience. In humans, the Ce and the BST both show transient responses to clear-and-

immediate threat and sustained activation in contexts associated with uncertain, longer-lasting threat. 

Both regions show heightened activation in patients with anxiety disorders and individuals at risk for 

developing such disorders (Brinkmann et al., in press; Brinkmann et al., 2017; Buff et al., in press; 

Kaczkurkin et al., 2016; Münsterkötter et al., 2015; Shackman, Kaplan, et al., 2016; Stevens et al., 2017; 

Straube, Mentzel, & Miltner, 2007; Yassa, Hazlett, Stark, & Hoehn-Saric, 2012), although the studies to 

date have been small in size, have frequently relied on data acquisition and processing techniques that 

are less than optimal for resolving subtle differences in regional function (e.g., linear spatial 

normalization algorithms, large smoothing kernels), and prospective longitudinal data are mostly lacking. 

In monkeys, individuals expressing more intense signs of fear and anxiety show increased FDG 

metabolism in the Ce and BST during sustained exposure to novel contexts and potential threat. Although 

FDG-PET lacks the temporal resolution needed to cleanly dissociate phasic from sustained neural 

responses, work in monkeys hints at some potential differences between the two regions—activity in the 

BST is associated with heritable individual differences in fear and anxiety (Fox, Oler, Shackman, et al., 

2015) and the BST appears to be involved in organizing persistently elevated signs of fear and anxiety 

following threat exposure (i.e., mood 'spillover;' Shackman et al., 2017). Nevertheless, the critical tests of 

regional differences have yet to be performed in monkeys (e.g., Region × Condition; Fox et al., in press; 
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Shackman & Fox, 2016). The upshot of this work is that the available imaging literature provides, at best, 

mixed evidence for claims of strict functional segregation between the Ce and the BST on the basis of 

threat uncertainty or duration (i.e., ‘the Ce mediates phasic responses to clear-and-imminent danger; the 

BST mediates sustained responses to uncertain threat’)—a conclusion that echoes that reached by Gungor 

and Paré on the basis of mechanistic work in rodents (Gungor & Paré, 2016).    

 

Understanding the neurobiology of human fear and anxiety is important, both conceptually and clinically. 

As reviewed elsewhere (Fox et al., in press; Fox, Oler, Tromp, et al., 2015; Shackman & Fox, 2016), 

drawing strong inference about the neural circuits supporting phasic and sustained responses to 

different dimensions of threat requires the use of well-matched tasks. Parametric manipulations of threat 

probability (if threat will occur), imminence (when or where it will occur), and duration (as in Bradford, 

Shapiro, & Curtin, 2013; Meyer et al., 2017; Mobbs et al., 2009; Mobbs et al., 2007; Mobbs et al., 2010) 

would be particularly useful. The use of dynamic parametric tasks (e.g., where threat imminence or 

probability is smoothly and continuously varied) would also afford powerful new opportunities for 

understanding the kinds of uncertainty most relevant to fear and anxiety and for identifying circuits 

involved in triggering behavioral and physiological ‘phase transitions’ (e.g., from vigilance to behavioral 

inhibition to active defense; Mobbs, Hagan, Dalgleish, Silston, & Prevost, 2015; Mobbs & Kim, 2015). 

Putative double dissociations need to be rigorously assessed using the appropriate Region × Condition 

interaction (as in Brinkmann et al., 2017; Somerville, Whalen, & Kelley, 2010), preferably in adequately 

powered samples (Munafò et al., 2017; Poldrack et al., 2017; Szucs & Ioannidis, 2017). Absent that, claims 

of anatomical dissociation are unwarranted. Likewise, concluding that a particular brain region is ‘not 

involved’ in a complex, multidimensional psychological function, like ‘fear’ or ‘anxiety,’ based on a null 

statistical test or a single assay is unwarranted. Given mounting evidence that fear and anxiety, like other 

emotions, reflect widely distributed neural circuits (e.g., Kragel, Knodt, Hariri, & LaBar, 2016; 

Nummenmaa & Saarimaki, in press; Pessoa, 2017; Shackman & Fox, in press; Shackman, Fox, & 
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Seminowicz, 2015; Wager et al., 2015), one of the most important challenges for future research will be 

to extend models of fear and anxiety to encompass interactions between the central extended amygdala 

and distal regions of the brain, a point that we discuss in more detail in the final section.        

 

Mechanistic Studies of the Central Extended Amygdala 

There is ample evidence that that the Ce and the BST are critical for assembling states of fear and anxiety. 

Summarizing the data available nearly a decade ago, just prior to the widespread adoption of high-

precision optogenetic and chemogenetic techniques, Davis and colleagues outlined a ‘partial-dissociation’ 

model, hypothesizing that the Ce plays a critical role in organizing both immediate and longer-lasting 

responses to threat (Davis et al., 2010). This model suggests that phasic responses are mediated by 

circuits coursing from the basolateral amygdala (BL) to the medial division of the Ce (CeM) and from 

there to downstream effector regions. In contrast, responses to more persistent kinds of danger—those 

that are uncertain, psychologically diffuse, or remote in time in time or space—were thought to be 

mediated by circuits passing from the lateral division of the Ce (CeL) to the lateral division of the BST 

(BSTL) and, ultimately, to effector regions.  

 

More recent work in rodent models has refined our understanding of the brain bases of fear and anxiety 

(e.g., Paré & Quirk, 2017; Yu et al., 2017), while highlighting the anatomical and functional complexity of 

the central extended amygdala (e.g., Fadok et al., 2017; Gungor & Paré, 2016; S. Y. Kim et al., 2013; Viviani 

et al., 2011). It has become abundantly clear that the Ce and the BST, like many other brain regions, 

harbor a variety of distinct cell ‘types’—groups of neurons that can be distinguished based on protein 

expression, firing characteristics, connectivity, and other features—and that different cell types within 

the same region of the central extended amygdala (e.g., Ce) are functionally dissociable (e.g., S. Y. Kim et 
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al., 2013; Viviani et al., 2011). Some of these neurons are response-specific, while others are threat-

specific. For example, PAG-projecting cells in the CeM trigger freezing, whereas an independent, but 

anatomically intermingled, set of medulla-projecting neurons trigger changes in cardiovascular activity 

(Viviani et al., 2011). These response-specific neurons can be activated by different threat-specific 

neurons. For example, serotonin receptor 2a-expressing neurons in the CeL play a key role in regulating 

the competition between innate and learned defensive responses: amplifying freezing elicited by 

sustained exposure (10-min) to innate threat (i.e. an odor derived from fox feces) and attenuating 

freezing to learned threat (i.e., a neutral odor associated with foot-shock) (Isosaka et al., 2015). These 

kinds of observations underscore the conceptual importance of understanding how different cell types in 

the central extended amygdala contribute to fear and anxiety.  

 

Despite this complexity, mechanistic work in rodents reinforces the general conclusion that the 

microcircuits responsible for assembling phasic and sustained responses to threat overlap in the central 

extended amygdala (Calhoon & Tye, 2015; Gungor & Paré, 2016; Tovote et al., 2015). For example, the Ce 

and the BST have both been shown to be important for assembling sustained responses to diffuse threat 

(e.g., Botta et al., 2015; Crowley et al., 2016; Duvarci, Bauer, & Paré, 2009; Glangetas et al., 2017; J. H. 

Jennings et al., 2013; S. Y. Kim et al., 2013; Mazzone et al., in press; Moller, Wiklund, Sommer, Thorsell, & 

Heilig, 1997; Zimmerman & Maren, 2011; Zimmerman, Rabinak, McLachlan, & Maren, 2007). Projections 

from the BL to the Ce exert bi-directional control over defensive responses to the elevated-plus maze 

(EPM) and open-field test, which can be considered diffusely threatening contexts (Tye et al., 2011); 

chemical inactivation of the Ce reduces defensive responses to the elevated-plus maze (Moreira, Masson, 

Carvalho, & Brandao, 2007); and CRF-expressing neurons in the Ce modulate conditioned freezing to 

threatening contexts and longer-lasting (30-s) threat cues (Asok et al., in press; Pitts & Takahashi, 2011). 

With regard to the BST, serotonergic projections from the dorsal raphe to the BST modulate the recall of 

conditioned defensive responses to both contextual and cued threats (Marcinkiewcz et al., 2016). 
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Moreover, work using temporally unpredictable shock paradigms demonstrates that cannabinoid 

projections from the BL and the Ce to the BST are necessary for sustained defensive responses in 

response to uncertain danger (Lange et al., 2017). This observation, which harnesses a task adapted from 

that of Davis, Walker, and colleagues (Daldrup et al., 2015; Miles, Davis, & Walker, 2011; Walker & Davis, 

2008), provides important evidence that the BL, Ce, and BST all play a role in responding to uncertain or 

diffuse threat, consistent with other recent work (e.g., Felix-Ortiz et al., 2013; Felix-Ortiz, Burgos-Robles, 

Bhagat, Leppla, & Tye, 2016; Lee, Amir, Haufler, & Pare, 2017). While our understanding remains far from 

complete, taken together, these observations show that specific microcircuits within and between the Ce 

and the BST are important for orchestrating defensive responses to a variety of threats.  

 

Although the causal contribution of the BST to fear and anxiety has yet to be explored in humans or other 

primates, monkeys with fiber-sparing excitotoxic lesions of the Ce show a marked reduction in defensive 

behaviors and endocrine activity during sustained exposure to human intruder threat and during acute 

exposure to a live snake (Kalin, 2017; Kalin, Shelton, & Davidson, 2004; Oler et al., 2016). Likewise, 

humans with amygdala damage exhibit a profound lack of fear and anxiety in response to both diffusely 

threatening contexts (e.g., walking through a haunted house, foraging in the presence of uncertain threat) 

and acute threat (e.g., spiders, snakes, conditioned threat cues) (Bechara et al., 1995; Feinstein, Adolphs, 

Damasio, & Tranel, 2011; Feinstein, Adolphs, & Tranel, 2016; Korn et al., 2017). A major caveat is that 

such deficits may reflect damage to axonal fibers passing through the Ce en route to other regions, such as 

the BST, or more subtle kinds of long-range functional disconnection (Davis & Whalen, 2001), a point that 

we take up more fully in the next section.    

 

Closing the Gap between Mechanistic and Imaging Research 
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The Ce and the BST are anatomically complex and can be partitioned into multiple sub-regions (Figure 

1), each containing a variety of intermingled cell types (Fox, Oler, Tromp, et al., 2015; Gungor & Paré, 

2016). Although unfamiliar to many brain imagers, recently developed opto- and chemogenetic tools 

provide numerous opportunities for deciphering this complexity and identifying the specific circuit 

components that control defensive responses to threat (Gomez et al., 2017; C. K. Kim, Adhikari, & 

Deisseroth, 2017; Roth, 2016; Smith, Bucci, Luikart, & Mahler, 2016; Wiegert, Mahn, Prigge, Printz, & 

Yizhar, 2017). Developing a basic understanding of these methods is a key step to dissolving artificial 

academic ‘silos’ and developing more thoughtful hypotheses about the role of the central extended 

amygdala in human emotion and emotional disorders. Typically, a DNA vector encoding a target ligand or 

receptor is engineered into a virus. The virus is injected into the brain, inducing expression of the target 

protein in the infected region (e.g., BST). Regional and cell-type specificity is achieved using recombinase-

dependent viruses or cell type-specific promoter viruses. For example, a virus containing a Cre-

dependent vector can be injected into the Ce of transgenic mice engineered to express Cre recombinase 

in somatostatin-expressing neurons, resulting in selective expression of the targeted receptor protein in 

somatostatin-expressing neurons in the Ce. More sophisticated approaches enable the inclusion (Boolean 

AND) or exclusion (Boolean NOT) of cells with specific efferent or afferent projections, specific behavioral 

profiles (e.g., activated by reward vs. punishment), or combinations of these criteria. By overexpressing 

receptors that respond to light ('optogenetics') or designer drugs with minimal off-target effects 

('chemogenetics'), it is possible to reversibly activate or silence specific cell populations on demand. The 

application of these approaches to rodent models of fear and anxiety has revealed a level of architectural 

intricacy in the central extended amygdala far beyond what can be resolved using existing neuroimaging 

techniques, including mutually inhibitory circuits within the Ce that control freezing and fleeing (Fadok 

et al., 2017; Isosaka et al., 2015) and neuronal populations within the BST that can promote or dampen 

signs of fear and anxiety (Garcia-Garcia et al., in press; S. Y. Kim et al., 2013). 
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These exciting observations raise two very important questions. First, are these mechanisms conserved 

in humans and other primates? If so, then they are likely to be relevant to our understanding of anxiety 

disorders and could guide the development of improved treatments (Hyman, 2016). Second, what role do 

these extended amygdala mechanisms play in the kinds of large-scale brain circuits that have been linked 

to maladaptive fear and anxiety in humans and monkeys? Which molecules and micro-circuits underlie 

heightened activation in the central extended amygdala and how do they influence the function (i.e., 

activity, functional connectivity) of distal regions of the brain implicated in pathological fear and anxiety? 

Reconciling these two levels of analysis—one global, the other local—is mandatory, if we are to develop a 

complete and clinically useful understanding of fear and anxiety. 

 

Nonhuman primate research provides a powerful opportunity to combine focal perturbation techniques 

with whole-brain surveys of brain function and has begun to address some of these fundamental 

questions. For example, imaging studies in monkeys demonstrate that metabolic activity in the posterior 

orbitofrontal cortex (OFC)/anterior insula is associated with heightened passive avoidance of threat (i.e., 

freezing; Fox, Oler, Shackman, et al., 2015). Although surgical lesions of the OFC markedly reduce threat-

elicited freezing, suggesting a causal role (Kalin, Shelton, & Davidson, 2007; Rudebeck, Saunders, 

Prescott, Chau, & Murray, 2013), neuroimaging measures collected before and after surgery suggest that 

this anxiolytic effect is proximally mediated by ‘downstream’ alterations in BST metabolism (Fox et al., 

2010) (Figure 3a). Reduced BST activity has also been observed in humans with OFC damage (Motzkin et 

al., 2015), suggesting that this circuit is conserved across primate species (Figure 3b). In more recent 

work, Kalin, Fox, and colleagues have extended this strategy to gain-of-function studies (Kalin et al., 

2016). Harnessing a viral vector approach, they demonstrated that overexpression of corticotropin-
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releasing hormone (CRH) in the dorsal amygdala increases defensive behaviors during sustained 

exposure to potential threat, consistent with work in rodents highlighting the importance of the Ce CRH 

system for responding to diffusely threatening contexts, such as the elevated plus-maze (Regev, Tsoory, 

Gil, & Chen, 2012). These behavioral changes were associated with increased metabolism in the dorsal 

amygdala and posterior OFC as well as enhanced functional connectivity between the two regions, 

highlighting the importance of a distributed brain network underlying fear and anxiety (Figure 4a).  

 

Other recent work demonstrates the feasibility of using opto- and chemogenetic approaches in 

nonhuman primates (e.g., Afraz, Boyden, & DiCarlo, 2015; Eldridge et al., 2016; Gerits et al., 2012; 

Jazayeri, Lindbloom-Brown, & Horwitz, 2012; Nagai et al., 2016; Yazdan-Shahmorad et al., 2016)—

including cell-type specific perturbations in wild-type (i.e., genetically unmodified) monkeys (Stauffer et 

al., 2016)—and highlights the value of combining mechanistic interventions and cellular recordings with 

whole-brain imaging techniques (Mazzone et al., in press; Michaelides & Hurd, 2015; Park et al., in press; 

Shiba et al., in press). In a landmark study, Grayson and colleagues showed that chemogenetic inactivation 

of the amygdala produces widespread alterations in intrinsic functional connectivity, including decreased 

amygdala-BST connectivity, decreased amygdala-OFC connectivity, and increases in corticocortical 

coupling (Grayson et al., 2016) (Figure 4b). This finding is consistent with work in rodents (Ferenczi et 

al., 2016; Otchy et al., 2015) and neurological patients (Carrera & Tononi, 2014; Corbetta, Kincade, Lewis, 

Snyder, & Sapir, 2005; Fornito, Zalesky, & Breakspear, 2015) demonstrating that the behavioral 

consequences of focal brain damage can emerge from physiological alterations in distal brain regions (for 

a related perspective, see Pessoa, 2017). These findings highlight the importance of a distributed circuit 

centered on, but not limited to, the central extended amygdala and they underscore the added value of 

combining the focal perturbation strategies that are widely used in rodent studies with the whole-brain 

imaging techniques that are routinely used in basic and clinical research in humans.   
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Conclusions 

The central extended amygdala plays a crucial role in evaluating and responding to a broad spectrum of 

threat-related cues and contexts. While they are certainly not interchangeable, the Ce and the BST show 

similar patterns of connectivity, cellular composition, neurochemistry, and gene expression. Both are 

sensitive to uncertain or temporally remote threat; both co-vary with threat-elicited changes in behavior, 

physiology, and experience; both show phasic responses to acute threat; and both show heightened 

activity during sustained exposure to diffusely threatening contexts. Work in rodents indicates that both 

regions play a critical role in organizing sustained defensive responses to a range of potentially 

threatening cues and contexts. More generally, studies leveraging opto- and chemogenetic techniques 

have begun to reveal the specific molecules, cells, and microcircuits within the central extended amygdala 

that support signs of fear and anxiety in rats and mice. A major challenge is to understand the relevance 

of these discoveries to human experience and human disease. Recent work in nonhuman primates 

provides a bridge to addressing this fundamental issue. Using a combination of focal perturbations and 

whole-brain imaging, this new generation of nonhuman primate research sets the stage for discovering 

the mechanisms within the central extended amygdala that underlie neuroimaging metrics linked to 

extreme fear and anxiety in humans; for understanding how the Ce and BST functionally interact with 

one another and with remote regions of the brain, such as the OFC; and ultimately for accelerating the 

development of improved strategies for diagnosing, treating, and preventing pathological fear and 

anxiety.  

 
 
 

Figures and Legends 
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Figure 1. The central extended amygdala helps organize defensive responses to threat. Simplified 

schematic of key inputs and outputs to the central extended amygdala (magenta) in humans and other 

primates. The central extended amygdala encompasses the central nucleus of the amygdala (Ce), which 

lies in the dorsal amygdala, and the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BST), which wraps around the 

anterior commissure. As shown by the translucent white arrow at the center of the figure, much of the 

sensory (yellow), contextual (blue), and regulatory (green) inputs to the central extended amygdala are 

indirect (i.e., poly-synaptic), and often first pass through adjacent amygdala nuclei before arriving at the 

Ce or BST. In primates, projections linking the Ce with the BST are predominantly from the Ce to the BST. 

The Ce and BST are both poised to orchestrate or trigger momentary negative affect via projections to 

downstream target regions (orange), such as the periaqueductal grey (PAG). Inset: Coronal slices 

depicting the relative locations of the Ce and the BST (magenta). Portions of this figure were adapted 

with permission from (Mai, Paxinos, & Voss, 2007). The BST region depicted in the inset is described in 

(Theiss et al., 2017). The Ce region depicted in the inset was kindly provided by Dr. Brendon Nacewicz. 

Abbreviations: Basolateral (BL), Basomedial (BM), Central (Ce), Lateral (La), and Medial (Me) nuclei of 

the amygdala; Bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BST).  
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Figure 2. Imaging the central extended amydala in nonhuman primates and humans. (A) Diffusion 
tensor imaging (DTI). Deterministic DTI reveals the evolutionarily conserved white matter pathways 
(yellow) that link the Ce (magenta) to the BST (magenta) in monkeys (left) and humans (right). Images 
kindly provided by Do Tromp. (B) Functional neuroimaging of fear and anxiety. In monkeys (left), 
metabolic activity in the Ce and the BST (magenta arrows) is associated with heightened behavioral and 
neuroendocrine responses during prolonged (30 min) exposure to a potentially threatening human 
intruder’s profile (n=592). Likewise, an automated meta-analysis of human imaging studies (right) 
reveals activation in the BST and the Ce during studies of ‘fear’ and/or ‘anxiety.’ Figure depicts the 
minimum conjunction (logical ‘AND’) of thresholded forward-inference maps (q<.01) automatically 
generated using Neurosynth (Yarkoni et al., 2011) for studies tagged with the keywords ‘fear’ (298 
studies) and/or ‘anxiety’ (312 studies). Given the strengths and limitations of automated meta-analysis, 
this finding simply indicates that these regions are routinely recruited by a variety of potentially threat-
relevant cues. It does not indicate that these regions are consistently co-activated in particular studies 
and it does not imply that these regions are similarly responsive to particular kinds of threat (e.g., 
uncertain or diffuse danger). (C) The Ce and the BST show phasic and sustained responses to 
potentially threat-related cues in human imaging studies. Left: The BST and neighboring regions 
(white ring) show sustained (<118-s) activation during the uncertain anticipation of aversive images. 
Middle: The Ce shows sustained activation (30-s) during exposure to a virtual reality context paired with 
unpredictable electric shock. Right: The Ce and the BST (black arrows) both show phasic responses to 
video clips of an approaching tarantula (4-s). Portions of this figure were adapted with permission from 
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(Andreatta et al., 2015; Fox, Oler, Shackman, et al., 2015; Mobbs et al., 2010; Shackman & Fox, 2016; 
Somerville et al., 2013). 
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Figure 3. Focal damage to the ventral PFC is associated with distal changes in BST function. (A) 
Monkeys. Experimental lesions of the OFC reduce threat-elicited freezing (not depicted) and BST 
metabolism (magenta arrow). The orbitofrontal regions targeted by the surgery (maroon) can be seen 
from the lateral (far left) and basal views (middle). Bar-plot depicts the significant Group × Time 
interaction for BST metabolism. (B) Humans. Damage to the ventromedial PFC (vmPFC) is associated 
with reduced perfusion in the BST (magenta arrow). The ventromedial regions showing damage can be 
seen from the mid-sagittal (far left) and basal views (middle). Bar-plot depicts the significant reduction in 
right BST perfusion in the patient group. Portions of this figure were adapted with permission from (Fox 
et al., 2010; Motzkin et al., 2015). 
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Figure 4. Nonhuman primate research provides a powerful opportunity to combine focal 

manipulations of the amygdala with whole-brain surveys of brain function. (A). Molecular 

activation. Using MRI-guided injections of a viral vector (upper left), Kalin, Fox and colleagues 

overexpressed corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH) in the dorsal amygdala. MRI image depicts the 

gadolinium flume (white) in the target region. Photomicrograph shows CRH-expressing cells in the same 

region (upper right). CRH overexpression in the amygdala enhanced threat-elicited defensive responses 

(not shown) and increased metabolism (yellow clusters) in the dorsal amygdala (magenta arrow) and the 

posterior OFC (green arrows). CRH-induced increases in defensive responses and metabolism were 

correlated in both regions (red clusters). (B) Chemogenetic inhibition. Leveraging a chemogenetic 

approach, Grayson and colleagues reversibly inhibited the amygdala while using fMRI to assess intrinsic 

functional connectivity across the brain. A viral vector encoding an inhibitory designer receptor 

exclusively activated by a designer drug with minimal off-target effects (DREADD) was injected into the 

amygdala (upper left). Systemic administration of the designer drug reversibly inactivated the amygdala 

(upper right). DREADDs-mediated inhibition of the amygdala was associated with decreased amygdala-

BST connectivity (magenta arrow), decreased amygdala-OFC connectivity, and increased corticocortical 

coupling (lower panels). In the coronal section, clusters (yellow) depict the minimum conjunction (logical 

‘AND’) of regions significant for four designer-drug vs. vehicle contrasts that were made available by 

Grayson and colleagues on the publisher’s website. Portions of this figure were adapted with permission 

from (Grayson et al., 2016; Kalin et al., 2016).  
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